
LIVE FOOTBALL 
TRACKING 

INTRODUCING



JUST € 3,700 FOR A FULL TEAM KIT OF 25 PLAYERS 



N11 delivers Play Load live in 1 

single number via 5 intensity 

zones. With a sensor in the 

Super Brillant, we track 

everything players do with the 

ball. Our tracking does the job 

of a physical coach and a data 

analyst for just €3,700. PSG 

just bought N11 tracking for 

their Academy. 

N11 refines 

tracking.



N11 tracks all movements with a 

sensor so light-weighted that

players don’t feel it. Data from 25 

players is sent live to the tablet 

on the sideline. The app is super 

easy to use – also for trainers

who’ve never worked with data. 

N11’s tracking kit comes in a 

backpack and is set up in a few

minutes.

How does N11 

work?

11 gram 

Brillant Super 

sensor. 

20 gram N11 

player sensor. 



What’s your 

number?
For decades, sports scientists 

have longed for one single 

number on how hard a player is 

working. N11 is the first to 

deliver true workload in one 

number. N11 calculates each 

player’s individual workload live 

and offer weekly plans for 

training load. 



With Player Load in one figure, 

it’s easy to monitor 25 players at 

once. During match, you’ll get a 

live snapshot of how hard every 

player and the full team works. 

You can follow live whether a 

player has used all gun power too 

soon and is at risk of injury. 

During training, you can check 

whether a specific exercise or the 

overall training pass has the 

intensity it needs.

N11 is live.



•Successful passes

•Unsuccessful passes

•Ball possession

•Passing speed

•Passing direction

•Passing distance

•Passing relations between 

teammates

You’ll get technical 

& tactical data. 
The N11 sensor inside the 

world’s best football transmits 

data on all players passing and 

shooting abilities, and tactical 

data such as how many lines the 

team has crossed:



The Player app.
Every player gets their personal 

performance data in the player 

app immediately after 

match/training. It allows 

players to keep track of their 

progression.

The latest training/match data 

is free. Access to all personal 

data costs €7 monthly per 

player.



All actions, every single 

player, are filmed and 

automatically extracted. 

Video clips are available for 

coach and players 

immediately after match. It 

saves hours of screening.  

Available from 2024.

It’s on camera.



 Physical data with player 

load & benchmarks is live in 

the app.

 Player App launches April 1st.

 Technical & tactical data 

will be added automatically 

to your app by summer.

 Video will be added 

by 2024.

N11’s roadmap.



• 2 Brillant Super balls with sensors

• 25 player sensors

• 25 sleeves for player sensors

• 1 charging station for all player sensors

• 1 power bank for charging station to 

power up tags on the pitch

• The Edge

• Tripod for the Edge

[iPad not included]

What’s in the 

box?

€ 3,700



€ 3,700




